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NORFOLK BEDSIDE BOOK
Keith Skipper

As the title suggests, this is a volume intended for those who love nothing more than to curl
up with a good book and lose themselves in the world created for them by the author. In

this case, with Norfolk being the theme and with a wealth of the very best writers to choose from,
the reader can stay happily in bed for hours!

Keith Skipper remains one of Norfolk’s most loved and best-read authors, but in this book he
draws upon the writing of others to create for the reader a perfect bedtime companion. The
miscellany includes tales from times past, rich descriptions of the landscape, humorous yarns, and
stories featuring a whole host of Norfolk characters both fictional and real.

Originally published as The Norfolk Bedside Book, this edition reprinted in hardback, ensures that
this wonderful collection remains available for all lovers of Norfolk to enjoy.

Keith Skipper has written nearly thirty books, many of them celebrating the
unique quality of Norfolk. His books published under the Halsgrove imprint
include the evergreen Normal for Norfolk, an hilarious account of odd
people and strange places in the county.

He was founder-chairman of Friends Of Norfolk Dialect (FOND), set up
in 1999 ‘to help get rid of those abominable Mummerzet tones in so many

national television and radio productions.’

He has led the Press Gang, a troupe of local entertainers, around village halls
for over twenty years, and is continuously in demand as a speaker at all kinds of

functions. Appointed a Deputy Lieutenant of the County of Norfolk, this honour underlines his
commitment to ‘a wonderful place still happily on the Road to Nowhere.’

Keith lives in Cromer on the North Norfolk coast with wife Diane and teenage sons Danny and
Robin – ‘not too far from Chelsea-on-Sea’.
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